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On the Connection between the Malliavin 
Covariance Matrix and Hermander’s Condition 
VLAD BALI-Y 
A celebrated theorem of 116rmander gives a sufficient condition for a second 
order differential operator to be hypoelliptic. For operators with analytic coef- 
ficients this condition turns out to be also necessary but this is not true for general 
smooth coefftcients. On the other hand Malliavin conceived a probabilistic 
approach to the same problem, known as “Malliavin calculus,” in which a key role 
is played by the “Malliavin covariance matrix.” The aim of our paper is to give 
several characterizations of the Malhavin covariance matrix which are equivalent to 
Hiirmander’s condition (and consequently imply the hypoellipticity). In this way 
the distance between Hbrmander’s condition and the hypoellipticity property is 
clearly pointed out m probabilistic terms. ( 1991 Academic he\\. Ini 
Let R= (R’, ___, R”) be a Brownian motion on some probability space 
(62, 9, P), ‘p, E C,( R", R"), 0 <j< d, and the stochastic equation 
d/Y(t)= i: cp,(X(r))‘~ns:+cp()(-U(t))dr, X( 0, .Y, (0 ) = .Y. 
,= I 
Malliavin calculus produces sufficient conditions in order that 
PC X(f,X, .) 1 has a smooth density with respect to the n-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. The key step in this procedure is to prove that 
I/det o(t) has finite moments of any order, where cr(t) denotes in Malliavin 
calculus the covariance matrix associated with the functional LI) + 
A’(t, X, w). In a first stage one verities that 0 fulfils a certain stochastic 
equation and then, by applying the variance 0 constants method one writes 
0 in the form 
o(t)= Y(t) j’(z,cp(~,)(z,cp(~,)* d.Y P(s). 
0 1 
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where cp = (cp, , ,.., cpCl), Y designates the transposed matrix, and Y and Z 
are the solutions of the stochastic equations 
and 
dY,= 5 4,(X,) y,~~~dB:+&l(x,) Y,dt, Y, = I. 
,=I 
Liz,= - c Z,@,(X,) LB-Z,&,(X,)ulf Z,=I 
/=I 
In the above equations 4, is the Jacobian matrix attached to ‘p, and I is 
the identity matrix. 
Since l/det Y(t) = det Z(t) has finite moments of any order, the problem 
is to show that 
E l/det 
( (?‘ 
’ U,(s) O’,(s) ds p < s 
1) 
for every p E N, (a) 
0 
where U,(s) = Z(s) q(X(s, .x, 0)). 
It has been proved that under Hormander’s condition (a) holds and 
consequently the above-mentioned absolute continuity problem is solved. 
In our frame Hormander’s condition may be stated as follows. Let 9(, = 
Span{cp,, . . . . (Pi}, &+, =Span{ [q,,J‘], Odjdd, .~EP~), 9, = U;=0C2k, 
and 2X,., = {.f(.y):f’~ 9?, }, where [ , ] designates the Lie bracket (note 
that the drift coefficient cpO does not appear in 9” but only in Pk, k 3 1). 
Then the condition is 
dim 9,,, =n. (H,) 
We shall deal with (a) in the general frame we present below. On the 
space (Q, F-,0, (%),20 on which the Brownian motion B is defined one 
considers the following classes of stochastic processes: 
q)= {X: [O, x)xs2 + R :X is a continuous, adapted process which 
isconstantatt=OandE(X*(T)“)<x8,(V)T,p>0)-, 
where X*(T)=sup,.. IX(t)l; 
‘6 + I = X(t)=X(O)+ 2 j’x.(s)dB’o:X’tV;,i)$i$d}, 
,=o (1 
where B = (B’, . . . . B”) is the above-mentioned Brownian motion and 
B”(t) = t; 
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One defines Pr,: %, -+ 9$,, O<i<d, by Pr,(X)=X’, O<ibd 
(indistinguishable processes are identified), and, for a multi-index r = 
(x ,,..., LY,,,), O<r,<d, one defines Pr,:%,, -+gx by Pr,=Pr,,,,,I ... Pr,,. 
One also denotes p,(X) = Pr,(X)(O) which is a real constant. For the 
multi-index a one puts Irl=m and p(cc)=#jcc,:a,#0)+2#jccj:a,=O). 
To get unitary notation one also considers the void index 0 and defines 
h&X)=X, pr@(X)=X(O), and 101 =p(@)=O. 
Then, for any process XE K7 and any k E N one has the following Taylor 
type formula 
X= 1 p,(X) B’“‘+ Rk(X), (b) 
p(x)~h 
where B’“‘(t) = jr, B’,“‘. ..%n I) dB”-(s) and R,(X)E%, One denotes 
o(X) = min{ p(a):pr,(X) # 0). 
The reason for which we are interested in (b) is the following. If cz # 0 
for at least one r, then, in a neighborhood of t = 0, Ch. =: XI,,%, =k C, B(‘) is 
equivalent to ek”, in the sense that for every 0 <U < l/6 
(Sk.,) E ---t P I* (c)d &2+” 
( 
is a flat function, 
h 1 




We recall that a function J’: R + ---f R, is called flat if lim, +O,f(~)/~Y =0 
for every qe N. On the other hand, Rk(X) fulfils (Lo + , ,,2) and thus is a 
“small” term. One concludes that formula (b) permits one to break X in a 
sum of terms of different “powers” k/2, k EN. 
We are now able to present our result. Let U be an n x d dimensional 
matrix with elements in (kz and 
S,, (U) = Span {pr,( U,); 0 d .j d d, x multi-index} G R”, 
where U,, 1 <,j< d, are the column vectors of U. Let us also define the 
process 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) dimS,(U)=n, 
(ii) o(det(j Uii)) < co, 
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(iii) det(j Uo) fulfils (S,.J for some k E N, 
(iv) there is some 4 3 0 such that 
,,PEijldet(i(:i.i(T)l”~“=O forevery PEN. 
Note that if the elements of U are “analytic processes” (i.e., R,( C/i) +’ 0) 
then so is det(j Ui?), and consequently o(det(J Uir)) = ccj iff det(i Uri) =O. 
It follows that in this case the above assertions are equivalent to (a). In any 
case, they imply (a). The exact distance between (iii) and (a) is emphasized 
in Remark 3.4 and the complete form of the result is contained in 
Theorem 4.1. 
In order to apply the above result in the frame of the stochastic differen- 
tial equations one notices that for U,(s)= Z,q(X(s, x, .)) one has I/,,, = 
S,,( U,) and so (i) is (H,), i.e., the Hormander condition. The result is 
contained in Theorem 5.1. 
Most of the authors who dealt with Malliavin calculus considered 
homogeneous diffusions (e.g., Malliavin [IS], Ikeda and Watanabe [4], 
Watanabe [9], Kusuoka and Stroock [6]). Although we have not men- 
tioned it up to now, we consider non-homogeneous diffusions and conse- 
quently the form of P”,,, is quite different from the one presented above 
(see Sect. 5). The non-homogeneous case has already been mentioned in 
Kosuoka and Stroock [6] who presented it as an example in the more 
general frame of non-Markov equations. On the other hand Ichihara and 
Kunita give in [3] an analytic (i.e., based on Hormander’s theorem ) 
approach to the same problem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by classifying the stochastic processes according to the speed 
of their start from t = 0. To this end we recall the classical notion of a flat 
function: 
DEFINITION 1.1. ,f: [0, cc) -+ R is called flat if 
lim E~!~(E)=O for every p E N. (1.1) 
1-O 
Clearly, f is flat iff for every p E N there is some eP > 0 such that j”(c) < I:” 
for every 0 < E < E,,. Iff is smooth, thenf‘is flat iff all its derivatives in x = 0 
are null. An immediate example of a flat function is f(x) = exp( - l/-y) for 
x > 0 andf(0) = 0. We shall often use the following two elementary proper- 
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ties of the flat functions: if .f‘ is flat and a, h > 0 then .X + f’( a~“) is also flat. 
If J‘ and g are flat then so is ,f + g. 
Our interest in flat functions comes from the following elementary 
remark: 
Remark 1.2. Let X be a random variable on some probability space. 
Then 
(i) E( 1.~1”) < cc for every PEN iff I: 4 P( IX1 3 F ‘) is flat. 
(ii) E(IXImp)<x foreverypENiff+P(IX/<r:)isflat. 
Let US now consider a probability spaces (52, 9, P) with a standard (i.e., 
right continuous and complete) filtration (.e),,o and denote 
‘6 = { X: [0, x ) x R + R :X is a continuous adapted process, 
X(0. (0) is almost surely constant and 
E(JX*(7+)j”)=z;x foreverypENj, 
where X*(T)=: SUP,~~ IX(t)/. 
In the sequel we make the convention of identifying the indistinguishable 
processes (i.e., X and Y such that X( f ) = Y(t) for every t 3 0 almost surely ). 
For q > 0 we consider the properties 
(L,) for sufftciently small z4 > 0 
c 3 P(sup IX(t) - X(O)1 2 E? “) is flat; (1.2) 
,Ci 
(S,) for sufficiently small u > 0 
E 4 P(sup IX(t)1 <Ed+“) is flat. 
, < i: 
(1.3) 
We denote 
-I”,= jXE%-::Xfulfils (L,)) 
.T= {XE~:XfUlfiIS (S,)]. 
Remark 1.3. We have the following simple examples: 
(i) X(t) = tq E y9 n Sp,. 
(ii) Let B be a one-dimensional Brownian motion on (s;Z, F, P). 
1*m2*, Then B E 9, ;2 n <qiz. 
Proof. Part (i) is evident. To prove (ii) one uses the scale property to 
obtain P(B*(&) 2~~~~~“) = P(B*(l) >E “). 
Since BE ‘% (i.e., has finite moments of any order), Remark 1.2 ensures 
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that the above function is flat. So (L,,,) is proved. By again using the scale 
property one sees that (S, .2) is equivalent to 
c -+ P(B*( 1) < P) is flat 
Since there is no loss of generality in taking u = 1, we write 
The same procedure permits one to prove that for every p E N there is 
some constant K, such that P(B*( 1) < E) < K,,E” which completes the proof 
of (S, ,2). Q.E.D. 
We list now some elementary properties of L$ and x,: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (A)(i) 9q, G L$, jiir q < q’; ,g:, = %. 
(ii) f”X, YEAS then X+ YE%,. 
(iii) u XE~~, YE _rcl,., and X(O)= Y(O)=0 U.S. then XYEL.$+, . 
In particular, 2X 6 A$ {f Z E %T = PO. 
(iv) If B is u one-dimensional Brownian motion and XE L$ then 
t-jb(X,-X,,)dB, is in 2q+I, 2 and t--f I[, (X,-X,) ds is in J$+, 
(B) (i) CV, c Cyq, .for q < q’. 
(ii) !f XE U o<y<r.i~~thenE(X*(T) “)<x,foreueryp,T>O. 
(C) rfX~9~ and YEL$.,for some q<q’ then XS YE$. 
Proof: Parts (A)(i), (ii), and (iii) are straightforward. To prove (iv) we 
note that m(t) = jh (X,-X,) dB,y is a martingale whose increasing process 
is (m)(t) = lh (X, - X,)’ ds. Then there is some one-dimensional Brownian 
motion (see, e.g., Ikeda and Watanabe [4]) h such that m = hc~ (m). One 
writes 
P(m*(E) 3 EY+ “’ “)= P(b*((m)(E))>EY+“2 “) 
<P((m)(c)>++’ “)+P(b*((m)(E)) 
>&I+- U) (m)(E)<E2Y+’ 1’) 
One has 
=: f’(E) -t,f’(E). 
f(E)<P(sup IX,-Xo(23& 2y -“)= P(sup IX,-x,1 3&ymu’z), 
IGE ISE 
which, in view of (15,) for X, is a flat function. 
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which, in view of (Lljz) for b, is also flat. 
The other assertions in Proposition 1.4 are elementary so we omit their 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Let us now define the “global” analogs of properties (15,) and (S,). For- 
f’: [O. ‘~1) + R and T, E > 0 one denotes 
and considers the properties: 
(L,.,) For every T, u > 0 and every family of stopping times 
0 < T, < T, E > 0, 
E + P(6,; ,(X) >c”‘~ “) is flat 
and 
(S) For every T> 0 
i: + P(X*( T) <c) is flat. 
Clearly, (L,,2) is a stronger version of (L,,?). To emphasize the relation 
between (3) and (S,) we have to consider a process X which has a “q-scale 
property,” i.e., the process (X(t)),,, has the same distribution as 
(aYWG)),.,, for every (I > 0. Such processes appear when considering 
multiple stochastic integrals (see (2.1 )). For such a process one has 
P(sup ix(t)/ dt‘~+“)=P(sup IX(r)1 <&I’) 
r<e Ihl 
and so (9) is equivalent to (S,). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let B = (B’, .__, B”) he a Brownian motion, X, E %, 
Odi,cd, und 
A’(t) = ; i” X,(s) dB’(s) + j’ X,(s) ds. 
,=I 0 0 
(i) Lrf Y= (Cy= 1 X,‘)“‘. [f Yji@?/s (I:,,)) and (s) then Xfuyi:h (s). 
(ii) !f Y = 0, X, fu!fifs (i,;,) and (9) then X,fu(fi/s (s). 
Both properties (3) and (L1,2) and the above proposition will be 
considered in a more complex frame (see Proposition 2.3) so we do not 
give the proof of Proposition 1.5 here. 
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2. MULTIPLE INTEGRALS 
Let B= (B’, . . . . B”) be a Brownian motion on (0, 3, P), (Ce),ao. To get 
unitary notation we put B”(t) = f. We shall define multiple integrals with 
respect to B’, 0 6 id cI, the integral with respect to B” being the usual 
Lebesgue integral and the one with respect to B’, 1 < i < d, the It6 integral. 
For a multi-index 2 = (CC,, .. . . r,,), 0 6 x, 6 d, 1 d id n, we shall denote 
1x1 =n 
p(r)=2#{l<i<n:a,=Oj+#{l<i<n:cc,#OJ 
=Jq + # (1 <i<n:cc,=O). 
We shall consider also the multi-index r = @5. In this case 
1 @I = p(G) = 0. For n 3 1 one denotes 
_r=(cc,, . . . . a,, ,) and ‘5 = x,, 
For a process XE Y? and a multi-index z we define the multiple stochastic 
integral 
Z’“‘(X, B)(r) = X(r) for r=Ql 
Z’“‘(X, B)(r) = j”’ I@,(X, B)(s) dB’(s) for /SIJ 3 1. 
0 
In the case X= 1 one puts BtZ) = I’“‘( 1, B), i.e., 
B’“‘(t) = 1 for cc=@ 
B’“‘(t) = j’ B’“‘(s) dB’(s) if 121 3 1. 
0 
Let us note that the multiple integrals B’“) inherit from B the scale 
property. More exactly, for a > 0 let 
BL(t/a) = a”‘B’( t/a), 1 < i < d, and B$( t) = t. 
Then, for almost all (u E 52 one has 
BjIq’(t) = II /‘(d’2B(~t( iu), (2.1) 
and consequently the processes (B’“)(t)), 3 ,) and (u~(‘)I’~B”)( t/a)), 3cJ are 
identically distributed. 
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Let us also note the following elementary properties of the multiple 
stochastic integrals: 
(i) If XE x, then I”‘(X, B) E 5$+ pCz, 2. 
(2.2) 
(ii) If XEV then I’“‘(X, B) fulfils (i, ?). 
To check (i) one applies Proposition 1.4(A)(iv) inductively and to prove 
(ii) one uses the time change procedure already presented in the proof of 
Proposition 1.4(A )( iv) and property (L, z) for the Brownian motion. 
The following proposition contains the key idea in this section: the 
stochastic multiple integrals B’“’ with the same “power” p(z) = k act in an 
independent way, i.e.. do not annihilate each other. It follows that any 
linear combination of such integrals yields a process of the same power, i.e., 
which has the properties (S, *) and (Lb 2). This allows us to decompose a 
process X-by means of Taylor series-in a sum of processes of powers 
k/2, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . This will be done in Section 3. On the other hand the 
idea in Proposition 2.1 will be lifted at a higher level in Proposition 2.2 in 
which we consider linear combinations with certain stochastic processes as 
coefficients (instead of constants). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X = Cpcx, = 1 c1 B”‘, cx E R. The ,fbllmr~ing usser- 
tions are uquiuukent: 
(i) XEJJ;,. 
(ii) X.fi4ljil.5 (S). 
(iii) X # 0 (indistinguishable processes ure ident!fied). 
(iv) c, # 0 ,jbr at least one. 
Proof: The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is an immediate conse- 
quence of the scale property (2.1) and the equivalence between (iii) 
and (iv) is obtained by using inductively the classical assertion 
Cf=, Z,dB’+Z,, dt =0 iff Z,=O, 0~ idd. The implication (i)* (iii) is 
obvious and (iv) =- (ii) is obtained by using Proposition 1.5 inductively. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall now state the version of Proposition 2.1 we announced above, 
Let d and d’ be two non-negative integers let B = (B’, . . . . Bd) and b = 
(i’, . . . . b”‘) be two independent Brownian motions on (n, R:, P), (s$)~~“, 
and let us denote 1, = CJ( B,, s < t) and p”, = a(h,, s < t). For some n, m E N 
we define 
2, = 1 cr.,) EC”‘, with c’~,,~ E R, 
p, 1, = ,,I 
Z,,.,,As, t) = 1 i.,(t) B’“‘(s). 
Pl B ) = tt 
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Here CI is a multi-index with components in {O, 1, . . . . d } and /I is a multi- 
index with components in {0, 1, . . . . d’ ). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume thnt there is Some cx,,, # 0. Then, ,fbr ecer) 
T, q > 0 there exists (I ,fumily of‘ stopping times (\t,ith respect to B,, t 3 0), 
06 TZ 6 T, c>O, such that 
E + P(sup IZ ,,,,,, (s, Ty)l GE)‘) isflut. 
5 -$ I 
(2.3) 
In order to prove the above proposition we have to state the result in 
Proposition 1.5 in a more sophisticated frame, that of families of stochastic 
processes. Let A’,,,, E %, E, ye > 0, and u > 0. We need the following versions 
of (3) and (i,.z): 
(s,,) For every T, q > 0 
F -+ P(X,!,,( T) d F) is flat. 
Clearly, if X,,, does not depend on E, q> 0 then (3,) is exactly (3). 
(i,.,) For every T, 7, q, u > 0 and every family of stopping times 
O<t,.,<T, E>O, 
E + P(6,rq,,(X,:,q) 3 c’ * “) is flat. 
If A’,., does not depend on c,~ > 0 then (i, 2) above is exactly that stated 
in Section 1. 
(f) SUP~,~ E(X:,( T)“) < x for every T, p > 0. 
If A’,,, = XE ‘4? for every e, y > 0 then (1) is clearly fulliled. 
We need the following version of Proposition 1.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X;I.q E %, E, q > 0, 0 < i d cl, and 




u Y,,,, =: (C:‘=, (X::,,)‘)“*, F, rl >O, @fils ($U/,), (ii z), and (i) 
E, 4 > 0, fzdfils (i) then X,:,, , E, q > 0, .fu@fils (S,). 
(ii) Zf Y,,, = 0, E, I? > 0, and X&, E, q> O,.fu!fil.s (SC,,,), (i, z), and (i) 
then Xc,ri, E, q > 0, ,fuJf;ls (3,). 
Proqf. Let us fix T, a, n > 0 and define 
h,.,! = E(1i.3(b7, I,,,, = h;,, = $I’ ‘“‘Oq 





t ,.,=inf(O~t~T/2:1Y,,,,(t)l~2h ,.,, ?] 
=;c if ( ... 1 = @, 
tl,,,=~nfjt,,,,<fd T: IY,.,,(t)( >h ,:,, ,] 
= ‘E if (... )=,@. 
x,:,,, = m,.,, + n,., 
m,:,,, = i A’::,, dB’ and n,: ,, = X f,, dt. 
I= I 
( t,,,, 6 T/2, X&C T 1 G P} 
c it,., ,< VA 6,$ ,,.,, ,,(m,,,) G44E”“J 
u It,.,< T/L ci,,,l.,,.,i(ni..t,)3&“qj. 
It follows that 
P(X&( T) < P) d P(t,., = cc) 
+ p(t,z.q G T/2, ~,~.,,,, (m,,) d 4~~‘) 
+ P(t,., G T/Z 6r,,,j.b ,(nE.q) 3 &“‘9 
=:.fi,‘i +.ff.‘,, +.fi:i,,. 
Since 
and Y c,)I, E, ye > 0, fulfils (SC,,,), it follows that c + ,f:,,‘,; is flat. 
To deal withfj,,3i one writes 
f13’ < P((x;,,)* (T) I,., 3 F) = P((xg,)* (T) 3 & --) i..q 
d& pczq”“E((xp,,)* (T)P) 
>&puq”o sup E((X$)* (T)P). 
I q > 0 
Since the above inequality holds for every PEN and the family 
X&,, c, q > 0, fulfils (I^), one concludes that E -+ fi,:i is flat. 
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Let us now write 
We take 7 = IO/( 1 lq) and write 
f’“‘~P(t,.,bT/2,~,,,,,,,,(Y,.,,)3h ,,,,, 1i.7 
= Ptt,.,, < T/2, 6,, ,,.I,.,,( Y,,,,J 3 LY;)~ 
which, by (i,,,) for Y,., , c, ye > 0 (one takes C= I,,, instead of E), is flat. 
Let us now evaluate f ii;;. Let h,,,, be a Brownian motion such that m,,,,, = 
h,,, 0 (m,.,). Note that s,,~ = (m,,,,)(t,.,) is a stopping time with respect to 
the filtration associated with h ,.,, and, if t:,,, - z~,,,~, ,> 1 then 
Cm,,, Hf,.,, + I,.,) - (m&k.J 
It follows that 
f?; d P(6 s,.,,. thq6(bt:,q) d4P) = P(h*(r:““fl,h) < 4EU9), 
where h designates some anonymous Brownian motion. In view of (L, ,>) 
for h, c-f,,, (5’ is flat and so the proof of (i) is completed. 
Let us now prove (ii). One takes 
h,:,, = E‘-/~, I,.,, = h,3,, = E~“~“, 
and defines t,:,, and t:,,q as above but with Xf,, instead of Y,,,. Then 
P(X&(T) < eUV) 
= P(n&( T) < cUq) < P(t,,, = co) 
+ P(t,,, G T/2), tl., - t,.,, G L.,) 
+ f’(t,., d T/2, C,,, - ft., > I,:,,, d,, ll,/ig(ni,q) d 3~““) 
=:fy;+.f:,','+.f$. 
To prove that E -+ f i:d respectively E -+ f iyi are flat, one uses the same 
argument as that used above for E -fj:i respectively c -+ f If;. 
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To dominate j’,,:,’ one notes that f + X:,(t) does not change its sign on 
C f,..,,  t, ,,, + 1, ,,! 1 and consequently 
It follows that for sufficiently small c 
,r‘;‘,,? < P(&“I 2 3 3E”l’) = 0 
and so the proof of (ii) is also completed. Q.E.D. 
Proof’ of Proposifiorf 2.2. We shall proceed by induction over n. For 
n = 0 the only multi-index x such that p(r) = 0 is 2 = a. Since B’0’(s) = I, 
(2.3) reduces to 
t: -+ P( /irn( T:)I d cv) flat. 
Let us take 
TP=inf{O<rdT:li,~(t)l>c~~== if { . ] =/25. 
Clearly T; is a stopping time with respect to ([,)lzo and 
which, by Proposition 2.1, is flat. 
Let us now assume that (2.3) is proved for n and check it for n + 1. First 
assume that there is some r0 with i,= &E { 1, . . . . d} and PO such that 
c lo,,lU # 0. Consider some q > 0. Then, in view of the induction hypothesis 
one may find some stopping times (with respect to (I,),,,,), O< T:” d T. 
E>O, such that 
(2.4) 
r = ,(, 
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In view of (2.4) the family Y:!,, I:, q > 0, fulfils (s,;,) and consequently 
Y,:,,, C, v > 0, fullils the same property. Let us check that it fulfils (i, #2). To 
this end it will suffice to check this property for each of s + j.,( T:“) B’“‘(s), 
c,q>O. Wefix T,~,~,u>OandO<t ,,,, 6Tand write 
P&J&( T;“) B(‘)( -)) 3 c”’ “) < P(i;( T) 3 c ” ‘) 
+ P(d,, ,,.,(B’“‘) 3 i: I 1 I, 2) =: f$ +,p, 
Since E(i-,*( T)l,) < s for every PEN, i-: +,fr(i is flat. Next, since B’“’ 
fulfils (L,j2), E + j”l:d is also flat. So (i, ,*) is proved for Y,,V, E, q > 0. Since 
property (i) is obviously fulfilled we may apply Proposition 2.3(i) to 
conclude that the family Z,:,Js) =: Z,r,,,I(~y, T;“), t:, q > 0, fulfils (3,). So 
(2.3) is proved in this case. 
Assume now that c’~.,~ = 0 for every 2 for which 1 6 ‘2 < d Then c+ # 0 
for some x with Cc= 0. In this case the reasoning is exactly the same as 
above with the only difference being that one uses Proposition 2.3(ii) 
instead of(i). So the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition represents the key step in the attempt of 
evaluating the determinant of the Malliavin covariance matrix. In this sense 
it represents our alternative to Theorem (A.6) in Kusuoka and Stroock 
[6]. Let 
S,(.s, t)= c c,,,,B’“‘(s) B’“‘(f), “x.11 6 R P(?)+P(P)=X 
where B = (B’, . . . . B”) is a Brownian motion on (a, ,F-, P), (.Fj), aO. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If there is some cz,,, # 0, then, ,fbr every T > 0, 
S:(s, t) cis < c 
i 
isflat. (2.5) 
We shall reduce the above assertion to Proposition 2.2 by using the 
following two lemmas. Let 
S,,,,(.s, t)= 1 c c,,~B(“(s) B’“‘(t), cE.8 E R. p(1)=,, p(/3,=rn 
LEMMA 2.5. [f there is some c,,,~ # 0 then ,for every T, q > 0 
&+P ,(s, t) ds < 6” ‘~ ’ + ‘I isJut. 
Proof qf Proposition 2.4. (Under the assumption that Lemma 2.5 is 
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true.) Let n, = min{n:there are some X, /j such that p(r) = n, 
p(r)+p(B)=k and ~,.,~#0). 
One writes 
We shall prove that 
! J 
I 
E-+P sup Sf(s, f) ds < P+ ’ + q is flat, 
rs7 0 ! 
which clearly is equivalent to (2.5). Let us write 
S&s, t) ds < e”“+ ’+q 
2 lSnO,k no(s, t)l 2 S,,,k ,Js, t) ds 3 E’“‘+’ + ‘1 
(1 = n,1 + I 
=:.f;;“+.fj”. 
By (2.6) E -r’;:” 
~:-n,+ I S,,.k 
is flat. Let us next notice that S,,O,k-nO(~, t) 
,J,s, t) is a sum of terms of the form cB’“‘(s) B”‘)(t) B’““(S) 
B’““(t) where CER, p(r)=n,, p(/?)=k-n,,, p(a’)=n>n,+l, and 
p(j?‘) = k -n. Then, in order to check that f: 4 ,ri” is flat, it will suffice to 
prove that 
E -+ P( [ Bfl) B(“) J* (6) [B’“’ B’B’)] * ( T) 3 t++ “) is flat. 
One dominates the above term by 
p([B’z)B(Z’)]*(8)~E)10t?)I) 
+ P( [B’“’ I?‘““]* (T) >F: “) =:,r‘;” +,f,‘“‘. 
Since B’“’ E 3& and BcZ’) E &,,+ , )i2, B(” B’“” E Sp,,+ 1;2 and so, for q < 1 
Mf? is flat. On the other hand, since E( [B’“’ B’““]* (T)“) < CC f,“; 
every p E N, E 4 ,f, (4’ is also flat. So the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
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To prove Lemma 2.5 we need some more notation. For k E N and E > 0 
one denotes 
rk = ((U,, . ..) u,):Obu,d “’ <U,)‘R$ 
TX = {(u,, ...) u,)Ez-,;o<u,<i:~, 
n;= {(Ll I)...) lik)Er~:E<llI). 
Clearly 
ZIP’= z’yr,,,, B) = P’(ny,,, B) + Z’“‘(z-;:,,, B). 
where, for a measurable set H c R I”, Z’“‘(H, B) designates the multiple 
integral made on the set H. 
Let us denote 
We shall reduce Lemma 2.5 to 
LEMMA 2.6. [f’ there is Some L’~,,~ # 0 then for rwry T, q > 0 
E+P 
( c 
sup ” (S,,.,,(s, r))2 ds < c”+ ’ + ‘I is,flat. 
i: < I SG T (1 1 
(2.7) 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. (Under the assumption that Lemma 2.6 is true.) 
Since S,,,, = Si,, + L”,,,,, if (2.7) holds, then (2.6) reduces to 
&+P 
Let us note that S”,,,(s, t) L:;,,(s, t) is a sum of terms of the form 
cB’“‘(s) B’“‘)(s) Z’fi’(A;,j,, B)(t) Z’D’J(T;:,j,, B)(t), where c E R, p(u) = p(cr’) = n, 
and p(b) = p(p’) = m. So, what is to be proved is 
6-+P([B’“‘B’““]* (C)[Z(8)(/1;.,l,,B)Z(B’)(~;:,i,,B)]* (T)>c”+‘l)isflat 
One dominates the above term by xy=, f 1” where 
f;,“=P([B’“‘B’“‘]* (E)2E” “) 
f1”=P([z’qn;,,, B)]* (T)3&~-“) 
f’“’ = p( [z’““(r;,],, I B)]* (T)>E”‘). 
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Since B’“’ B’“’ E 2’ (I’ 1: -.f / 
c “) which’ is also “nlat. 
is flat. Clearly j‘,“’ d Ptsup,, r IB”“(r)l 3 
Finally, to evaluate ,fi”. one notes that if 
(u,, . . . . u,,)E r;,.,, then at least one of the integration variables ul, . . . . II,,, 
runs in [0, E] only. So, by using the Chebyshev inequality first and then 
the Burkholder inequality one gets for every p E N 
Assume that 0 < q < l/6 (there is no loss of generality in doing it). Then, 
the above inequality ensures that E -,fi” is flat and so the whole proof is 
completed. Q.E.D. 
Proof qJ‘ Lemmu 2.6. Let us denote 
B,(s) = t; ’ ‘B(K), Ods< 1, 
B,(t)= B(t)- B(c), 1; < t. 
Notice that 
I’“‘(&, B)(t)=@“‘(t-c), t 3 E. 
B’“‘(s) = E” “B’“)(.F/E). /_ 0 6 s 6 1:. 
It follows that (2.7) reduces to the flatness of 
Let u = s/c, u = t - c. The above term is equal to 
,r’+ P sup j” c’l + ’ [ 2 1 C.,,,IBjJ’(ll) Bj”‘(ti) 
I’ < 7- / (1 p(x,=n /I(/‘)= !?I I 
Since the above expression depends on the distribution of (B,, B,:) only, 
we may replace B,: and i?,. by two anonymous independent d-dimensional 
Brownian motions which we designate by B and b. Then 
where 
Z(u, u) = 2 1 L’~.,{ B’“‘(u) @“‘(c). 
p,z,=,r p(/f) =rn 
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In view of Proposition 2.2 one may find some stopping times 
0 < T; < T/2, c > 0, such that 
c + P(sup (Z(u, T;)( d 2~~ 5, is flat. 
1,s I 
(2.8) 
Then one writes 
.p<,p=l!z 
0 
’ Z’(u, Ty)dz4<E’1 
0 
In order to evaluate f’i” one uses the same procedure as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.3. One defines 
t ,,,,=inf{O<u< l/2: I.Z(tl, Tz)I 32C’) 
=3c if { ) = 0, 
t:.“, =inf{t,,,dud1:IZ(u,T~)16E~5~ 
= cr’ if { ) =0, 
and writes 
J“” 6 fyt,.., = a 1 + P(t,.,, . 2, c < 1 t:,q - t,.,,, < &3’1;5) 
+P(t,,,,<$, t:.v- t,,,>E3u’5, j’ Z2(u, TZ) dud E”) 
0 
=:,p +,fj+j”j5’. 
One has f”‘= 0 and (2.8) ensures that j‘i,” is flat. Since the family 
Z( ., T;), E, i ; 0, fullils (i,;,), j’;,“’ is also flat. So the proof of Lemma 2.6 
and consequently the proof of Proposition 2.4 is completed. Q.E.D. 
3. A CLASS OF SEMIMARTINGALES 
In this section we shall study the following classes of processes: 
g.+,= X: there are some X, E Vk, 0 d id d, such that 
X(t)-X(O)= i j’X;(r)dR’i+ 
r=o 0 
(3.1) 
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One defines PI,:%‘, -+%, , O<i<d, to be 
f+,(X) =x,, where X, is that in (3. I ). 
As Xi, 06 id (I, in (3.1 ) are unique up to indistinguishability (and we 
identify indistinguishable processes) the definition of Pr,, 0 < i$ d, is 
correct. Next, for a multi-index 9 one defines 
f+,(X)= Pr,(Pr,(X)) 
and 
pr-*(W = PrAX)(O). 
Note that, since for XE %‘. X(0) is almost surely constant, pr3(X) is a real 
number. 
To get unitary notation we put Pr,(X) = X and p@(X) = X(0). 
Finally, formula (3.1) extends inductively to the Taylor series type 
formula 




RJX) = R;(X) + R;‘(X) 
R;(X) = 1 I’“‘((Pr,(X) - p,(X)), B) plzj=k 
R;(X)= c I’“.“‘( Pr,(X), B), k3 I. 
p(xl=h I 
Remurk 3.1. R,(X) E d%;, + , ),?. 
Indeed, by (3.1), Pr,(X)- pr,(X)E9,,z and further, by (2.2)(i), 
R;(X)E&.+,),~. On the other hand, since p((a, O))=p(a)+2=k + 1, 
R;‘(X) E -q + , ,;z. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For X E ST one defines 
o(X)=minJp(cr):pr,(X) #Oj 
The main result in this section is 
THEOREM 3.3. Lrt X E gx. Then. the ,following assertions me equivulent 
(i) o(X) = k. 
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(ii) XE,YkknYk2. 
(iii) For et?er)l 0 < u < 1 und etiery p E N 
(a) limT,,, T’l‘ + “I ‘E( l/X*( T)“)’ ” = 0, 
(b) br,, T’” I’) ‘E( l/X*( T)F’)“” = 0, 
(iv) There exist some 0 < u < 1 und p E N such that (a) und (b) uhoEe 
hold. 
Remark 3.4. Let us notice that if XE Uk = o $5: S then 
E( l/X*( T)“) < cc for every p, T > 0. (3.3 
This is because 
P(X*( T) < c) < P(X*(e”,“’ “) <c) (3.4 
which is a flat function if XE <Yi12 (u is a sufficiently small positive number 1. 
So c + P(X*( T) <F) is flat and consequently, in view of Remark 1.2, 
l/X*(T) has finite moments of any order. 
Inequality (3.4) contains a manifest loss of information: one takes into 
account the growth of X around t = 0 instead of its growth on the whole 
interval [0, T]. This explains why (3.3) cannot be equivalent to 
XE IJ,& y?k,z (i.e., o(X) < a). The gap between these two assertions 
corresponds to the well-known gap between Hormander’s hypothesis and 
hypoellipticity. 
One the other hand inequality (3.4) suggests that in order to obtain 
conditions which are closer to (3.3) then S,2) is, one would have to study 
the same property but around any stopping time 0 < T < T instead of T = 0. 
(At the level of Hormander’s condition this would correspond to 
“dim gz,Xtr, = n a.s. for some stopping time 0 6 T < T,” where 9,. , is the 
Lie algebra attached to the differential operator at x.) The difficulty of such 
an attempt is that X(T) would no longer be constant-as X(0) is--and this 
is a basic assumption in our approach. The same idea is implicit in the 
Blumenthal zero-one law used by Bismut to solve the covariance matrix 
problem (see Bismut [ 1 ] or Zakai [lo]). 
Anyway, it is well known that Hiirmander’s hypothesis is equivalent to 
hypoellipticity under the supplementary assumption that the coefficients 
of the differential operator (i.e., of the stochastic equations, in the 
probabilistic frame) are analytic functions. In the frame here we have the 
following analogous result. 
Let XE VW be called analytic if Rk(X) ---, 0 in probability, as k + r;. For 
such a process formula (3.2) may be extended to X= C;,, =,pr,(X) B’“’ 
a.s. For an analytic process (3.3) is equivalent to o(X) < a5. This is because 
if o(X) = w then X = 0. 
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Proqf of Theorem 3.3. Assume that o(X) = k < x. Then (3.2) yields 
x= 1 p,(X) B’“‘$ R,(X). (3.5) 
/J(xl=k 
By Proposition 2.1, C,,,,_kprz(X) f?‘“‘~.‘fI.~ and, in view of 
Remark 3.2, Rk( X) E qc;x + , , 7. Then Proposition 1.4(C) ensures that 
XE .Y; ?. Since all the terms in the right-hand side of (3.5) are in Yk :, so 
is X. So we have proved (i) 3 (ii). 
Let XE-~~~I”,,,. If o(X)ak+ 1 then X=R,(X)EY,~+,)~C.~/‘;~ and 
if o(X) d k - 1, then the same reasoning as above ensures that 
XE :<A ,, z G Yl,?. So (ii) * (i) is also proved. 
The way to (iii) and (iv) goes through the evaluations contained in the 
following two lemmas. Let us introduce some notation. For XE %, and 
p, k E N one denotes 
H,,,(X)=y-:; E 
’ i 
c*(X)(l) “‘(‘+” , 
, 
where xk (X) = E,,,l,=k pr,(X) II”‘, and 
Q,,k(X) = max E( [Pr,*(X)( 1 )]‘“““). 
/?(?l<l, + 3 
where pLx = 2” + 2k(k + 1). 
LEMMA 3.5. For ecer?? p, k E N there ure some constclnts K,,,L, C,, und 
CL E (0, xx) such that ,for every XE %I, usith o(X) = k and ecer~~ 0 < < T< I 
E(X*(T)-“I,< T,,k2 !?@ cl + N,,,,(X) + T”“‘” + “Q,,k(X) + exp( - C,/T”i)]. 
(3.6) 
ProoJ The proof relies on the following assertion which is (A.5) in 
Kusuoka and Stroock [6]: 
For every k E N and u > 0 there are some constants 0 < i(k, u), 
C(k, U) < x such that for every multi-index 2 with p(a) = k, every K> 0, 
and every ZE 9?, , one has 
P( sup jZ’“‘(Z, B)(t)l/t’ ’ ” > K”, Z*( 1) < K, Y*( 1) < K) 
O<f<l 
< C(k, u) exp( -i(k, u) K), 
where Y(t) = (z::‘_, 1; Pr,(Z)’ (s) c/x)’ *. 
(3.7) 
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fnequahty (3.7) being known, the proof of (3.6) goes as follows. We shall 
first check that for every K2 1. 0~ T< 1, and PEN 
P(X*(T) d Th “,‘K) d (K,,,JK”‘). [H,,,,(X) + Tzph”’ “Q&x’)] 
+ exp( - C‘,;T““) exp( - C;IK’,“A), (3.8) 
where K,,, is a constant depending on k. p E A’ and C,, CL, CL: are some 
constants depending on k E N. 
Let 7 = (2k + 1 )/k(k + 1). In view of (3.3) one has 
P(X*( T) d T” I/K) < P(X*( T/K’ ) < T”‘!K) 
6 P c* (X)( T/K’) < 2T”“lK 
h 
+P(R,*(X)(TI’K”)> T”/K)=:[+J, 
By using the scale property (2.1) one gets 
I= p 
i 
(T/KY)“.? I* (J’)( 1 ) < 2Th.2/K 
h > 
6 (2 4p(k + “,‘K”‘) H,JX). 
Let us then notice that 
RJX) = f 2 F’(Pr,,.,,(X), B) 
r-o p(al=X 
+ c I ‘x.0)( Pr,(X), B), 
/Jl01=h I 
so, R,(X) is a finite sum of terms of the form I(lP’(Pr,(J’), R) with 
P(a)=k+l,k+2andp(r)=k-l,k+l,h-+2.Consequentlyitwillsuffice 
to evaluate the probabilities of type J for terms of this form instead of 
R,(X)..Let us fix a and /? and denote U = I’“‘(Pr,(X), B), Z = f?,(X), y= 
(Z::‘= 1 10 J+,(Z)’ (S) dS)1’2. 0 ne writes (for [j with p(b) = k + 1; for /I with 
p(p) = k + 2 the reasoning is the same): 
P(U*(T/K”)> T”“/K)= P I/*(TIK’)I(TIK7)‘h+“2 “4 
( 
&2($i’*+“‘--I:*), 
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Since ;((k + 1)/2 - l/4) - 1 = 1/4k(k + 1 ), the above term is equal to 
P(iJ”(T/K’)/(T/K;‘)‘~+t”’ 14>K1’4k(k+I)/T1’4) 
<p(sup (,TJ(~)(,/~I~+~“’ I’~>,K’ Jh(h+I),/7.I.J), 
,<I 
Let US denote K = (K ’ 4k’k + ’ ‘IT ‘,4)’ I” = K ’ ‘Ii T ‘I” ” and dominate the 
above term by 
P(sup IU(f)I/t’k+‘),Z ‘J>P”, z*(l)<R, Y*(l)<R) 
,<I 
+ P(z*( 1) 2 R) + P( Y*( 1) 3 K) =: J’ + J” + J”‘. 
By (3.7) 
J’d C(k, $) exp( -1.(/c, f) k’i”h/T’ ““) 
d C(k, i) exp( - C;/Tcz) exp( - CL K’ Irk), 
where C; = A(k, a)/2 and Ck = 1/2h ’ ‘. 
Let US now evaluate J” (for J”’ the computations are alike). For every 
peN one has 
J” = p(Z*( 1 )2/J/ii 3 KbWk) < K%l”E( [Pr,*(X)( , )] %J/‘i ) 
<(T 2ph-!-(k + ’ ‘/K ‘p) QJ A’). 
So (3.8) is proved and we are ready to prove (3.6): 
,<T W+ 5 (h+ 1)" T k” ‘P(X*( T) d h/‘T” ‘) 
I2 = 0 
< Tpkpf2 1 + (H,,,(X) + 7’2”A(‘r+ “Q,,,k(X)) 
f’ (h+l)“/h2p 
i h=l % 
+ exp( - Ck/T”I) c (h + 1)” exp( - Ci h”Fk /I= I 41. 
Since CLtiz,“=, (h+ l)p/h2P< nc, and x.,“=, (h+ l)“exp( -C[h”““)< c;c 
depend on p and k only, the proof of (3.4) is completed. Q.E.D. 
We go on and establish a minoration: 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let XE %, with o(X) > k. Then, ,fiw awry p E N, 0 < T< 1. 
and u>O 
Q‘%-*(T) “)‘,“> [K(k, u) ‘4(8e,Q,,, ,(X)) 927+ u)7, (3.9) 
where the constants in the ahoce ,formula are &fined as 
ek = (hk + hk + I I(& 2 + 1~ + hk + I 1 ivith h,= #jcc:p(x)=k), 
K(k, u) = [l,(k, u)/ln(4e,C(k, u))]‘“, 
/l(k, u) and C(k, u) being the constants in (3.7). 
Proqf: Let US take some K > 0 (to be made precise later) and write 
E(X*( T) “) 3 E(X*( T) I’, X*(T) < KTtA I” ‘) 
>K PT~J”’ “I *P(J’*( T) < KT’” I” ‘) 
=K PT I’(k “I *( 1 - P(X*( T) > KT” “‘,2)), (3.10) 
We have to choose K such that P(X*( T)> KT(” “) ‘) 6 4. Since 
o(X) 3 k one has X= R, ,(X) and so, what is to be proved is 
P(U*(T)>KT’“- I”,‘)< l/2e,, (3.11) 
where U= I’“‘(Pr,(X), B), p(b) = k, k + I, and p(m) = k ~ 2, k + 1. AS 
in the proof of Lemma 3.5 we denote Z = Pr,(X) and Y= 
CC:‘= r I,, Pr,(Z)’ (s) ds)‘j2 and use (3.7) to get 
P(U*(T)3KT’h u’,2) zz p( u*( T),‘T’” II) * > K) 
<P(supIU(t)l/t’” ““>K,Z*(l) 
ic1 
<K”“, Y*(l)< K’ 2A) 
+P(Z*(1)3K”2A)+P(Y*(1)>K”2A) 
d C(k, u) exp( -i.(k, u) K”“‘) + 2K-“2iQ,,A ,(A’). 
If Ka l/K(k, u), the first term is dominated by 1/4e, and if 
K3 C8e,Ql,, 1 (X)1*” the second term is dominated by 1/4e, and conse- 
quently (3.11) holds. So one takes K to be the maximum of the two above 
values. Now (3.10) with the above K yields (3.9). Q.E.D. 
Now the implications (i) * (iii) => (iv) = (i) in Theorem 3.3 are obvious 
and so the whole proof of the theorem is completed. Q.E.D. 
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4. THE COVARIANCF MATRIX 
In this section we shall deal with a matrix with elements in %, As will 
be clear in the following paragraph this matrix has the same form as the 
one which appears when applying Malliavin calculus to a diffusion. Unfor- 
tunately the result we prove here does not work for the solution of 
stochastic equations with coefficients depending on the past. The reason is 
that the matrix we work with has the form one obtains for the Malliavin 
covariance matrix after applying the variance of constants method which 
does not work in the non-Markov case. 
For a space E (‘6, or R in our case) we denote by C z?‘,, . ,,(E) the matrices 
with II rows and n7 columns and by E” the n-dimensional column vectors. 
For A E C H,, X,,,( E) we denote by 2 the transposed matrix, i.e., A^; = A: and 
A’ (resp. A,) will be the i-row (resp. the ,j-column) of the matrix. The 
operators Pr, and pr, work on components. 
For a matrix L’ E I &‘,) x,,,(%, ) one defines 
S,(U)=Spanipr,(U,):ld.j~nl,O~p(z)~~k)R”, k E N, 
S,(U= (j S,(U), 
h =(I 
h(U)=minjk:dim S,(U)=n) 
= r; if I... ) = @, i.e., dim S , ( (I) < n. 
We shall denote by SUii the matrix defined by 
and put 
The main result in this section is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let UE.Z?,,~,,,(~,). Then: 
(i) h(U)<o(d,.)<2n(h(U)+ 1). 
(ii) Foreaer),p~N,O<T,<l,O<u 
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and 
where Q,,k(Ac.), H,,k(Al.) are defined at the beginning c~f’ the previous 
section, K(h( U), u) and eh ure those in Lemma 3.6, and K,,,., C,,, and C. 
ure constants depending on p and h( (I). 
(iii) The ,fbllorc~ing assertions are equivalent: 
(a) dimS,(U)=n. 
(b) A, l U;mo%. 
(c) o(A,.) < cfi. 
(d) There is some k E N such thut ,fbr every p E N 
lim T”E( l/A,.( T)“)’ I’= 0. 
I-0 
(e) There are some k E N and p E N such that 
lim T”E(ljA, (T)“)‘r=O. 
7 +o 
Proof: We claim that (ii) and (iii) are easy consequences of (i) and of 
the results in Section 3. To check this one notices that t -+ A,,(t) is non- 
decreasing and so A,. (T) = A c(T). Then the inequalities in (ii) are 
immediate consequences of (i) and of Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6. 
Let us have a look at (iii). The equivalence between (b), (c), (d), (e) is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 and (a) o (c) is a consequence 
of (i). 
The proof of (i) proceeds in steps. The main one is 
LEMMA 4.2. Let q E N. The ,following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) dim S,( U) = n. 
(ii) o(((~U~),~,.‘i))~2(q+l)+o((.~,~u)),forrver~~.~~~‘~, 
where ( , > designates the usual sculur product in R”. 
Proqf: We shall first prove (i) 3 (ii). Let x E Ft and 
The last equality is obtained in the following way: since (xl)‘, 1 6 i<n, 
are positive processes, if at least one of them fulfils a property of type (S,), 
then the sum fultils the same property. 
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Let fi be such that p(b) = p and pr,,(x) #O (i.e., at least one of 
pr,Jx’) # 0, 1 d i < n). Since dim S,(U) = n there is some x with p(cx) < y 
and 1 G,j< m such that (pr,( U,), pr,,(x)) # 0 and consequently 
Cprp(Qpr,(-~)l’= (pr,(U’),~r,,(.u)) f 0. 
One concludes that 
In view of Theorem 3.3, in order to prove (ii) we have to check that 
((i Uo) x, x) E 9&+, Notice that 
We take N = 2k, + 1 and develope U and x in Taylor series of order N 
(see (3.2)). To simplify the notation we put CJ, = pr,( U) and x0 = p&.x): 
l?(s) = c tip)(S) + RN(O)(S), 
P(I)< N 
x(t) = 1 x,, P( t) + R,(x)(t). 
P(P)< y
By making their product one gets 
O(s) x( 2) = 
L 
c clzx,jB’“‘(s) B’“‘(r) 
ko~pl~)+p(/l)~2v 1 




+ R/d O)(s) 2 x,B’“‘(t) =: Q(& t) + Q’(s, t). 
/G/J) $ N I 
Let us fix O<rl< l/4. Since llQ+Q’lI’> IIQII’-2 l/Q11 .~~Q’~~, one has 
One has 
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d P( sup IIQ(s. t)ll > 1: “1 
\.CS!. 
Since @sup.,, , G I IIQ(s, t)llp) < x for every p E N, the function e -,f’]3J is 
flat. On the other hand, since all the elements in RN(U) and R,V(.~) fulfil 
(L k,,+ ,,J (see Remark 3.1), c + ,fi:“’ is also flat. 
Let us now evaluate f’!“. Denote i. 
Qk(s. t) = 1 ~,XIJP’(.S) B’“‘(t). 
/‘I?)+ /Ill<)- k
Then, 
Q(s, t) = T Qkb. t). 
k = k,, 
By using the scale property (2.1), Qk(s, f) - c”‘Qk(s/c, t/s) (by ” -” we 
mean that the two processes--as processes of s and t-are identically 
distributed) and consequently 
,Fk 
0 
Qk(s, f)ii 2 d.s 
-sup 
,Ci 
= sup ,<’ j; 11 f cki2Qk(s, i)ii2d 
k = kg 
2 h 
= ++ ’ sup Q,,,(s t) $- C rtk h"1.2Qk(.s, r)J2 d.s. . 
ICI k = k,) + 1 
It follows that 
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Since (k - k,,)/2 3 4 > v the function c +.j’i”’ is flat. 
Write then 
Since at least one of the sums 
Q;,,b, t 1 = c ( fi,x,J B’“‘(s) P’(t), 1 d i < m. 
/J(Z) + rl/~l=k,, 
has a non-null coefficient, Proposition 2.4 ensures that at least one of 
c + R”‘, 1 <id m, is flat. Then so is c -,~~“. So the proof of (i) + (ii) is 
completed. 
To prove (ii)*(i) one assumes that dim S,(U) < n. Then, for at 
least one non-null x E R” one has slS,( U) and consequently 0.u = 
RY( U) .Y E q,, + , ), z. Then f -+ 1; /I U, .YII ’ tis fullils (L, + ?) and consequently 
o(((s O’~).u,.r))32y+4=2y+4+o((.~,.u)) (.u#O implies o((x,.~))=O) 
which contradicts (ii). Q.E.D. 
The way from Lemma 4.2 to (i) in Theorem 4.1 goes through the 
following algebra lemma: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I hr a commutufive ring and o: I + N u ( x ) u ,func.titm 
\chich is not idenhd!,~ irzfinirr and such fhclt 
Let a E . U,, x ,,,(I). Assurne thur ,for some k E N ontj has 
C~((n.u,s))<2 min o(x’)+k ,fbr ez:rr?~ .Y E I”. (4.1 1 
I s,<,r 
Then o(det a) < kn. 
Proyf: We proceed by induction over n. For n = 1, a, .Y E I. Take some 
x E I such that o(x) < x. Then 
O(U) + 20(x) = o(u.x2) = o( (ax, x)) < 20(.x) + k 
and so o(a)<k. 
Assume that the assertion is proved for n - 1 and let us check it for II. 
Let u = (a;.) Iz ;2’,!,. We denote 
A;= (~;,;~;~J~~ ,.,s ,(I) and .;=(-,)‘+J det(A;), I d i,jbn. 
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Let us check that A;: fulfils (4.1). Notice that o(0) = xc. Take then 
x E I” ’ and put .f = (.u’, . . . . .Y” ‘) 0). One has (A;:x, .u> = (a.u, X) and so, 
by (4.1) for the matrix a 
o( (A::.v,.v) ) d 2 min o(Y) + k = 2 min o(Y) + k. 
I <i<,l I c,<,, 
So A:: fullils (4.1) and consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 
o(fff) = o(det A;) d k(n - 1) (notice that o( 1) = o( - 1) = 0). 
Let us now take x = (0, . . . . 0, 1) and apply (4.1) to the vector ax where 
5 is the transposed of (r;):z;:;,. Notice ZX=(~,‘,, . . . . r;:) and, since 
ati = 1.x det a, a(&) = (au) x = (det a) ..Y, it follows that 
(a(b), UX) = ((det a) ..x, 2.x) = (det a) rz. 
Then, by (4.1) 
o(det a) + o(T1:) = o( (a(&x), Ux)) < 2 min o((Ux)‘) + k d 20(rfi) + k, 
I G,<d 
which, by the induction hypothesis, yields o(det a) 6 o(T::) + k < nk. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now able to prove (i) in Theorem 4.1. The second inequality is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. To prove the 
first inequality one takes k < h(U) (i.e., dim S,(U) <n) and chooses a non- 
null x E R” such that x I S,(U). Consequently o(( U-Y)‘) = o( (U,, x)) 3 k, 
1 < i < m. It follows that o( [(l Ui?) xl’) > k + 1. Let a = j Uo and let 6 be 
the matrix defined in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Then 
o(det a) = o((det a)(s, x)) = o( (aax, x)) > k + 1. 
This yields o(det a) >A( U) and so the proof of (i) in Theorem 4.1 and 
consequently the whole proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
5. THE COVARIANCE MATRIX ASSOCIATED TO A 
NON-HOMOGENEOUS DIFFUSION PROCESS 
In this section we consider a non-homogeneous diffusion process and 
apply the results from Section 4 to evaluate the determinant of the 
covariance matrix attached to the diffusion in Malliavin calculus. More 
exactly, we get several characterizations of the above determinant (which is 
a process in %YX itself) which are equivalent to Hormander’s condition, on 
the one hand, and are very close to the assumption on the covariance 
matrix in Malliavin’s absolute continuity theorem, on the other hand. 
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Let Cc(R + x R”, R”) be the space of the infinitely differentiable func- 
tions from R, x R” to R” which are bounded and have bounded 
derivatives of any order and let ‘pi E C’: (R i x R”, R”), 0 d j < d. 
Consider the stochastic equation 
(5.1) 
where dB’, 1 <j< d, designates the It6 integral. 
In order to write the above equation in the FiskkStratonovich form we 
introduce the following notations: for f‘E C; (R + x R”, R”) we denote by .i‘, 
the matrix (,f,)i = 2 (f ‘, where 8 { = d/ax/, 1 6 j < d. Then one denotes 
and writes Eq. (5.1) in the form 
dX(t)= ; cp,(r,X(r))~dB’(r)+cp,(t,X(t))dt, 
/=I 
X(0, .Y, 0) = x, 
(5.2) 
where 0 dB’ designates the Fisk-Stratonovich integral. 
We shall also be interested in the equations 
dY(t) = f Qi,,(f, X(f)) Y(r)odB’(t) + &,.(f, X(r)) dt, 
,= I 
Y(0, w) = I (the identity matrix), 
(5.3) 
and 
dZ(t) = - ; Z(f) @,.,(f, Wf))odB’(f) - Z(t) & y(t, X(t)) dt, 
,=I (5.4) 
Z(0, co) = I. 
As is well known Y(t, o) represents the derivative of x -+ X(2, x, w) and 
Z is the inverse of Y, i.e., Y(f) Z(f) = Z(t) Y(t) = I for every t 3 0 as. It is 
also known that each element of Y and Z has moments of any order and, 
since l/det Y(r)=det Z(t), this yields E(sup,, , ]l/det Y(t)]“) < z for 
every p, T > 0. 
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Let us now fix some x E R”, t > 0, and think of X(t, X, w) as a functional 
of the Brownian motion. Then, the covariance matrix attached in Malliavin 
calculus to X(t, Y, m) is 
M)=j(; [Y,Z,cp(.s, X,)1. [Y,Z,d.s, X,)] h ds. 
which is a process in %, 
The above formula is obtained in two steps: one first checks that the 
Malliavin derivatives of X(t, X, CO) fullil a certain stochastic equation and 
then one uses the variance of constants method to get the above form of 
a,(t) (see, e.g., Ikeda Watanabe [4], Watanabe [9], Kusuoka and Stroock 
[S], and so on). 
The difficulty in applying Malliavin calculus to X(t, x, 01) is to check that 
E( l/det o,(t)“) < x for every p E N. In view of what was told above about 
Y this reduces to 
where 
E(l/det(jU,O,)(t)“)<r for every p E N, (5.5) 
U,(t,to)=Z(t,ta)cp(t, X(t,.u, 0)). 
We also notice that, since o(det Y) = o(det Y(0) = 1 ), one has 
We have to describe S,( U,.), k E N (see Sect. 4). To do it we introduce 
the following notation. Let T,, T;: C; (R + x R”, R”) -+ Cz (R + x R”, Rn), 
0 d j < ci, be defined by 
T,f‘= T;.f = Cv,,J‘l,, 1 < .i Q d 
Tof‘= CcOo,.fl., +c’,.f 
G.f= C@oJ’l,+~~,.f+ ; I~,>.fl,l,~ 
,= I 
where [ , I., designates the Lie brackets with respect to the variable X, that 
is, 
CL 811 (L -XI = i (.fk(t, x) cik,g’(t, x) - gqt, XI) c7k,f’(t, x)). 
I=1 
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For a multi-index SI = (‘z,, . . . . r,), 0 d x, 6 d, one defines T, = 
T, ... T,, and T’ = T;, T:, and for SI = @ one takes T, = Ti: = 
the identity application. 
Define then 
Clearly 
gci/ ,k+,C~/lk+Z, k E N. (5.7) 
We shall also denote 
PA,, = Span{ (f‘(s):.f’~ QA ). and 9;. ,=Span{(f‘(r):,f’~~;). 
Then 
S,(U,)=.%..,, (5.8) 
where S,( lJ,) is defined in Section 4. The above equality is an immediate 
consequence of the following remark: for every.f E: C,( R + x R”, R”) one has 
Wr).f(4 x(t)) = i: Z(T) T;(.f‘)(t, X(r)) dB’(t) 
,=I 
+ Z(t) T,,(.f)(f, x(r)) Lit 
which in It6 form is 
~Wf)./‘(~, X(r)) = i Z(t) T;(f‘)(r, X(r), dB’(f) 
,=I 
Let us denote 
+Z(t) Th.f(t, X(r))clt. (5.9) 
h(.r)=min{k:dim 9k,v=nf 
= a, if { .,. } = 0 (i.e., dim 9’-*, , < n). 
Then, in view of (4.7) 
h(x) < h( cl,) + 1 <h(x) + 2. (5.10) 
The above inequality is interesting because /Z(X) < MC: represents the 
Hiirmander condition. 
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Before stating our result we have to introduce 
K,(q) = max max max sup ID’“‘cpjU, -x)1, 
,x,<r tsG,s<rr Oi,Sd (I.I)FR. + K” 
where D(“) = z1” (?“I for c( = (a,, . . . . LYE). We have put d’ = c?ji?s’ for 
1 < i < n and c?” = (7/?r. 
THEOREM 5.1. For each x E R” one has: 
(i) h(x)- 1 do(det a,)d2n(h(.u)+ l)+ 1. 
(ii) ForeverypEN, O<T~l,O<uonrhus 
E(l/det c~Jt)“)“p > Av/T(““’ ’ “I”, 
where 
I., = ll&,,,I,,,+ ,).J(P) 2”‘K”“p’> 
c, cl, and cl’ being constants depending on h(x), n, und p but not on (p,, 
O<jdd. 
(iii) The following assertions ure equivalent: 
(a) dimg,.,=n. 
(b) det,E U;=, X. 
(c) o(det a,) < a. 
(d) There is some k E N such that ,for etiery p E N, 
lim TkE( l/det a,( T)p)“p = 0. 
T +O 
(e) There are some k, p E N such that 
lim TkE( l/det cr,( T)“)“” = 0. 
I’+ 0 
ProojI Since Theorem 5.1 is nothing but a translation of Theorem 3.3 
in this context, the only thing to be done is to evaluate Q,,,(det a,). Since 
the proof is straightforward we shall sketch it only. For a process FEW< 
we denote 
K,(F) = ,E;:~ (f’r,(F))* (11, rEN. 
One has 
K,(det a,) < c,K,(cp)*” , m,;:,, K,( Yj)‘” max K,(Z:)*“, 
, . I < i. j s n 
where c,. is a constant depending on r only. 
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It follows that 
Q,Jdet u,.) 6 E(K,(det o.~)*““~) 
<c 1. I,. p Kl( 0 1 2w”‘r max I S!.,$,l 
[E(K,.( Y;)4’7pb’r) + E(K,(Z;)4”p~‘~)]. 
In order to evaluate E(K,( Yi)q), (E(K,(Zi)‘), q = 4np~~, we notice that, for 
2 = (u, 1 ,... r,,,), 
This is a consequence of (4.9). Then 
-wr,*(q( 1)“) 6 C,,,,K(cp)Y mq* (1 I”). 
A classical argument based on Eq. (4.4) yields 
E((Z;)* (,)“)<22’+~““p’ 
and consequently 
E( K,(Zy) ,< C,,..,yK,((p)q 2’vK’“(‘p’. 
The same inequality holds for Y instead of Z. By using the above 
inequality for q = 4np~~ one concludes that 
This, together with Theorem 3.3(ii), finishes to prove point (ii) in 
Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
To finish we make some comments. 
Remark. 5.2. (i) Let us notice that if (iii)(b) in Theorem 5.1 holds 
then 
E(Idetg.(T)j “)<cc for every p, T> 0. (5.1 1 ) 
To check it one notices that the above assertion is equivalent to 
E(1dett.i &fir)(T)1 -9 < sr~ for every p, T> 0. In view of (5.6), 
o(det(l U, o.,)) = o(det a,) < CC and consequently det(J LJ, o’,) E P&,, for 
some kE N (see Theorem 3.3). Then I/(det(j U,o,))* (T) has finite 
moments of any order (see Remark 3.4). Finally, since f -+ det(J U, O,)(I) 
is non-decreasing, the proof of (5.11) is completed. 
As is well known (5.11) represents the assumption needed in the 
Malliavin absolute continuity theorem in order to get a smooth density 
p(t, x, y) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) for the semigroups of the 
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diffusion X (see any of [l, 4, 51, . ..). We also recall that (iii)(a) in 
Theorem 5.1 represents Hormander’s condition and the distance between it 
and (5.11) has already been discussed in Remark 3.4. 
(ii) Although in Theorem 4.1 (ii) we have given both lower and upper 
bounds for E(dL:(T) “)I”‘, in Theorem 5.l(ii) we abandon the upper 
bounds, because the instruments in our paper do not allow us to evaluate 
H,,,(det a,) in terms of K,(q) (the only thing we know is that it is finite), 
and so we would obtain an evaluation which is less precise than that 
already given by Kusuoka and Stroock in Corollary 3.25 in [4]. So only 
the lower bound is really new and interesting here. 
Kusuoka and Stroock use the upper bounds for E(det o,(T) I’) to get 
upper bounds for p(r, x, ~1) (the density of the semigroup) and for its 
derivatives. This is a rather straightforward application of Malliavin’s dif- 
ferential calculus. One would be tempted to do the same thing for the lower 
bounds but it is not clear to us how this would be achieved. Let us notice 
that in [7], Kusuoka and Stroock obtain lower bounds for p( t, x, ~3) but 
this is done under some more restrictive assumptions on the coefficients of 
the differential operator. 
(iii) In [2] Fefferman and Phong show that Hiirmander’s condition 
is necessary and sufficient for subellipticity, so the result in our paper is a 
probabilistic counterpart of their result. Although it is to be expected that 
some connection exists between Theorem 5.1 here and the subelliptic 
estimates in [2], we are not able to make it explicit. 
(iv) Many of the authors who dealt with the hypoellipticity problem 
from the probabilistic point of view have considered Markov homogeneous 
diffusions only, so Theorem 5.1 represents progress in this sense. 
Nevertheless non-homogeneous diffusions have been studied by Kusuoka 
and Stroock (see Example (3.14) in [S]) but under rather different 
hypotheses: they do not require smoothness for t 4 v,(t, x), 0 <j 6 d (only 
measurability is needed there), but assume that a strong ellipticity 
hypothesis holds. (Non-homogeneous diffusions are studied by Kusouka 
and Stroock in the frame of non-Markov stochastic equations.) On the 
other hand Ichihara and Kunita [3] used the analytic method (i.e., Hor- 
mander’s theorem) to get sufficient conditions in order that the semigroup 
of a diffusion process admits a smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. In the frame there the non-homogeneous diffusions lit in the case 
of the parabolic operators. The result presented in Theorem 5.1 here is a 
little bit more precise than the one in [3] in the sense that we require 
Hiirmander’s condition to hold at a point s only, while they have to 
assume that it holds for any x. 
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(v) The strong boundedness assumption we required for the coef- 
ficients q,, 0 <,j< (I, is not essential except for the evaluation of 
QJdet 0%). Even this evaluation is possible for coefficients with polyno- 
mial growth but it involves a more careful calculation. The instruments 
needed can be found in Section 1 in Kusuoka and Stroock [6]. 
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